Robyn Harrison
From:

Rob Robson [Rob.Robson@med.govt.nz]

Sent:

Thursday, 3 July 2008 07:53

To:

Robyn Harrison

Subject: Crown minerals - one plan hearing
Hi Robyn,
Thank you for arranging a time for Crown Minerals to speak to its submission at the Horizons One Plan hearing today (Overalll
Plan). Unfortunately I am unable to appear because of another urgent matter and there is no-one else able to cover for me.
The s42A planner's report has taken on board our submission points made by Crown Minerals, MED, in relation to the Overall
plan. Thank you. However, we do not consider the planner's response on p83 of the s42A report deals with our points raised or
is not sufficently cogent to recommend our submission be rejected.
The planner's comments I refer to are:
"The issues of mineral extraction and tourism, specifically raised by submitters, have not been raised as significant resource
management issues in any other forum, therefore I am unable to assess if specific provisions relating to them are necessary,
more evidence may be provided by the submitters on these matters at the hearing which clarifies this."
I would be grateful if you would convey our position to the Planning Committee. Thank you.
In these circumstances Crown Minerals, MED reserves its position should Council's decision reflect the Council planner's
recommendation.
I note that we do wish to speak to the balance of our submission regarding Coastal matters in the Coastal hearing in
September. Thank you.
Kind regards
Rob Robson| Manager, Petroleum and Minerals Policy | Crown Minerals | Ministry of Economic Development
DDI + 64 4 474 2881 | Fax + 64 4 471 0187 | PO Box 1473, Wellington, New Zealand
Subscribe to our e-newsletter
To keep business updated on our work, the Ministry publishes a monthly electronic newsletter.
To subscribe to this free newsletter see http://news.business.govt.nz

newzealand.govt.nz - connecting you to New Zealand central & local government services

Any opinions expressed in this message are not necessarily those of the Ministry of Economic Development.
This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and solely for the use of the intended recipient.
If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivery to the intended recipient, be advised
that you have received this message in error and that any use is strictly prohibited. Please contact the sender
and delete the message and any attachment from your computer.
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